
Encouraging Words: 
A Giving Thanks GPS 

Give thanks in all circumstances; for this is the will of 
God in Christ Jesus for you. Do not quench the Spirit.  

1 Thessalonians 5:18-19 
 

GPS. Global Positioning System. If you never had one in 
your car, you probably have access to one on your 
smartphone.  Never before has there been 24/7 access to our 
precise location in the world like there is in our times.  Yes we 
can joke about how imprecise our GPS can be from time to 
time...I’ve certainly had moments where my smartphone map 
thought I was driving in the ditch and houses way off the side 
of the road (I wasn’t...at least I don’t think I was)!  Regardless, it 
is truly fascinating to comprehend modern GPS. 
 

The idea of the GPS can serve as an illustration for many 
facets of the Christian faith and life.  We could use GPS to talk 
about the Holy Spirit “being our guide” on the road of life.  We 
could use GPS to talk about the Word of God and how it shows 
us “where we are” spiritually speaking.  Perhaps those 
illustrations may be reserved for another time, but this month 
it felt fitting to talk about GPS in the context of the upcoming 
holiday Thanksgiving and the idea of “giving thanks”.   

 



I don’t need to list off all the many reasons 2020 has been 
a unique and difficult year.  We have had a fair share of 
controversies and quarrels.  We have had many losses.  There 
has been much to lament and grieve.  We could easily throw in 
the towel.  “Why be thankful?”  The obvious reason is that God 
commands it for us.  But sometimes it’s easier to theoretically 
believe in the virtue of giving thanks, not practice it in the 
midst of various trials.  Equally dangerous is giving thanks that 
does not ultimately view God as the source (“fount”) of every 
blessing- they all come from Him in an ultimate sense.  A 
person can give thanks and still be sinning and guilty of 
idolatry.  Thanksgiving is a dangerous meal for us, not only 
because of the temptation to gluttony, but because it can 
stimulate godless giving of thanks.  And that’s a very 
dangerous thing.   

 
What would it look like to have a GPS that points us 

towards giving thanks?  If the Word of God does give us a 
“GPS” for giving thanks, what would be the opposite of that? 
How would the Holy Spirit give us directions one way (toward 
thanks) and our sinful flesh give us directions another way 
(away from giving thanks).  Let’s explore these questions 
together using the acronym GPS.  We’ll look at the negative 
“GPS of Unthankfulness” and then look at the positive “GPS of 
Thankfulness.”  Hopefully this will give us a more panoramic 
understanding of the different facets of thankfulness (or lack 



of it) to God.   
 
The “GPS of Unthankfulness” 
G = Grumbling  
P = Pride 
S = Silence 
 
Grumbling 

Grumbling is perhaps one of the most “underrated” vices 
and sins in our culture.  It is found frequently in even the 
briefest of exchanges between individuals.  Grumbling is a 
restless dissatisfaction, it’s always considering another reason 
why to be discontent with one’s lot in life.  Grumling reveals 
unfulfilled desires.  “Grumble grumble, it’s another Monday.”  A 
grumbler’s happiness is dictated by their constantly shifting 
circumstances.  Christians can be guilty of grumbling, it is a 
fruit of the sinful flesh we need to resist and flee from at all 
times. 

 
To be clear, grumbling is not the same thing as expressing 

disappointment in something or all forms of complaint.  You 
could offer a complaint to the restaurant manager about a 
poor dining experience (sometimes in an effort to bring 
constructive criticism) and it not be a sinful complaint, a sin of 
grumble.  One can lament about their sports team losing and 
not sin.  The issue boils down to the heart- are you satisfied in 
God despite your bad food or customer service experience? 



Are you satisfied in God despite your team losing, or does it 
dictate your treatment of those around you and lead you to a 
gripe-filled spirit?  One question that does help me when I am 
tempted to grumble is to ask: When I leave an interaction with 
others, do I regularly bring up negative things (news, stories, 
facts, etc.) as an overflow of my heart for them to think about- 
or am I intentionally encouraging and positive?  The key 
phrase in that question is of course “the overflow of my heart.” 
Of course my heart can be full of thanks to God and yet still 
share about something bad and negative!  But if my inclination 
and proclivity is always to grumble and magnify problems, it 
could (emphasis on “could,” the Holy Spirit needs to search 
and reveal your own hearts) reveal a thanks-deficiency in our 
hearts.  We can always give thanks to God because He always 
gives to us. 

 
It is also possible for us to honor God by expressing 

complaints TO God.  Moses complains about his situation 
carrying all of the burden of the Israelites and God responds 
by giving him 70 elders to help lead (Numbers 11:10-30).  God 
does not rebuke Moses for expressing his complaint.  We can 
complain about our circumstances and ask for deliverance and 
change in a way that brings glory to God. 

 
Here we should note that there is a significant difference 

in complaining TO God versus complaining ABOUT God.  When 
we start charging God for wrongdoing, when we refuse to 



submit to His plan whatever trial we are facing, when we 
obstinately reject His will, then we have crossed the line into 
sinful complaining.  Paul three times pleaded with the Lord to 
take away his “thorn in the flesh,” yet he seemed reserved to 
trust that God’s grace would be sufficient for him in his 
weakness. 

 
God takes grumbling pretty seriously, perhaps shockingly 

so.  Grumbling is so serious to God that He pours out wrath 
and judgment on grumblers.  A brief survey of the stories of 
the Israelites in chapters 11-17 of the book of Numbers should 
give us ample cause to grieve our grumbling.  There are more 
examples of grumbling by the Israelites told in scripture, but 
we need to only look at a few for our purposes.  Paul the 
Apostle says in 1 Corinthians 10:10-12 to not “ 10 grumble, as 
some of them did and were destroyed by the Destroyer. 11 Now 
these things happened to them as an example, but they were 
written down for our instruction, on whom the end of the ages 
has come. 12 Therefore let anyone who thinks that he stands take 
heed lest he fall.” 

 
It would be well worth your time to read these accounts 

in full, but I will briefly summarize the grumblings of these 
chapters. 
➢Numbers 11:1-3= The Israelites offer a general complaint 

to the LORD about their misfortunes, showing their lack 



of faith and trust.  God responds by burning outlying 
parts of their camp. 

➢Numbers 11:4-35= The Israelites are sick of manna as 
their monotonous diet and wish they had meat to eat.  An 
enormous migration of quail sets the stage for the 
Israelites to gather in greedy excess.  The LORD responds 
by sending a plague that strikes down many of the 
Israelites.  The location of the place this occurs is called 
“Kibroth-hattaavah,” which means “graves of craving.” 

➢Numbers 12= Moses is opposed by his brother Aaron and 
sister Miriam because He is married to a Cushite woman. 
Miriam suffers the punishment of leprosy for about a 
week as a result of her grumbling. 

➢Numbers 14= The Israelites hear the report of the spies 
and do not believe God’s promises that they will be able 
to take the land.  God threatens to wipe them all out and 
hit the “restart” button with Moses.  The spies who gave a 
bad report and led the congregation to grumble are 
punished by dying of a plague.  The Israelites are 
punished with a sentence to wander the desert for 40 
years.  In addition, all those 20 years and upwards who 
grumbled will not be allowed to enter the promised land. 

➢Numbers 16-17= Moses and Aaron’s leadership is 
questioned with accusations of them exalting themselves. 
Fire from the Lord consumes a group who spoke against 
the leaders God had instilled.  The people grumble about 
their deaths, which leads to another plague.  God 



confirms the leadership of the tribe of Levi through Aaron 
by budding his staff.  Aaron’s miraculous staff is kept in 
the ark as a sign and warning of grumbling against the 
leadership God has instilled. 

 
Three of the major grumblings we see in this brief survey of 
Numbers 11-17 are: 

● Grumbling over God’s provision of food 
● Grumbling over God’s plan of leadership 
● Grumbling over God’s promises  

 
To be sure, there are other grumblings we are susceptible 

to.  For example, we are encouraged in 1 Peter 4:9 “Show 
hospitality to one another without grumbling.”  The spirit of 
hospitality can take various forms- it can involve being friendly 
and approachable, creating a welcoming atmosphere (in your 
home, church, job, and so on), and greeting others without 
favoritism and with an agreeable spirit.  It can involve inviting 
others to an event or activity, or inviting others into a 
conversation.  The prominent action of hospitality we see in 
the scriptures involve hospitality at home for guests or visiting 
others in prison (see Genesis 18; Hebrews 13:2-3).  In the era of 
the New Testament’s composition, inns were often physically 
or morally dangerous places.  For the traveling Christian, 
finding refuge in another Christian’s home was a significant 
ministry.  In that hospitality it would have been easy for the 
Christian offering their home to grumble.  They could 



complain about the burdens and troubles (time, financial, and 
so on) the other person’s visit has caused.  They may view 
them as a nuisance, especially if they’ve “outstayed their 
welcome.”  Christian love does not murmur, and God loves a 
cheerful giver.  This does not mean of course that we can’t 
“draw boundary lines” on our hospitality and declare 
expectations to others.  There’s nothing wrong about telling 
someone you need to go to bed for work in the morning and 
they need to go home.  Hospitality does not preclude 
boundaries, but it does look for opportunities to serve and give 
(even radically so).  Whether it involves hosting a meal, hosting 
a guest overnight, or hosting for an extended period of time, 
we should delight in opportunities to serve others in this 
capacity and not grumble about the sacrifices made along the 
way. 
 

Philippians 2:14 ups the ante by telling us to “Do all things 
without grumbling or disputing.”  Hopefully you are convinced 
at this point: grumbling is serious business to God. 

 

Pride 
Pride is the opposite of giving thanks because it refuses to 

acknowledge the true source of a gift or blessing.  This could 
include everything from not thanking someone for a meal 
(because it was “owed to you”) to not thanking God as the 
bestower of all good things.  Ultimately God is the giver of all 
good gifts (1 Corinthians 4:7; James 1:17), and pride refuses to 



acknowledge this truth and praise God for it.  Pride can take a 
gift or blessing and give credit to someone or something else 
for it.  This include anything from physical gifts (food, sex) to 
spiritual activity (prayer, acts of service).   
 

Jesus once told a parable of a Pharisee and a tax collector. 
In Luke 18:11-12 we are told that 11 The Pharisee, standing by 
himself, prayed thus: ‘God, I thank you that I am not like other 
men, extortioners, unjust, adulterers, or even like this tax 
collector. 12 I fast twice a week; I give tithes of all that I get.’ 
 

Notice the presumptuous tone in the Pharisee’s rhetoric. 
He seems to assume that God owes Him something for his 
goodness and good works.  With his lips he claims “thanks” to 
God, but he does not truly thank God because he views 
himself as the source of his justification (Jesus says in Luke 
18:14 that the tax collector who does not presume upon God’s 
grace, but rather pleads for mercy, is the one who went down 
to his house justified that day). 
 

There is a strong warning for us and our culture in this 
parable, especially around the time of Thanksgiving.  To be 
sure, much true and heartfelt giving of thanks is poured out to 
God- particularly on the Thanksgiving Day holiday. Yet is it not 
the case that much giving of thanks is artificial or even 
idolatrous in that it fails to give the one true God the thanks 
He solely deserves?  Are there not many who even with their 



lips acknowledge that God deserves thanks, yet also turn 
around and demand (maybe in the same breath!) that God 
owes us something?  Are there not many who thank God for all 
His gifts (food, sports, sex, material goods, and so on) and yet 
do not submit to the authority of His Word- who show by 
their lives that they do not have love for God because they 
forsake His commandments?  What a tragedy!! 
 

A proper understanding of giving thanks to God 
recognizes that God in fact owes us nothing other than His 
just wrath.  The tax collector recognized this in Luke 18 and 
pleaded with God for mercy.  We would do well to recognize 
our unworthiness and turn from any prideful inclination to 
thank God for us being any better than others (are we not who 
we are by His grace??). 
 

The giving of our thanks sadly often begins on a 
conceptual level by comparing our lot with that of others- 
“Thank you God that we have more than these other people 
(stuff, money, health, comfortable life, freedom and liberties, 
etc.).”  I do not think this is the correct starting point.  If we 
begin (on the theological level) by thanking God that we have 
more than others as the basis of our thanksgiving, then the 
question must be asked- would we thank God if we had less? 
What if we had less goods than any other person in the world- 
would you still thank God?   

 



I believe we should begin by considering our eternal 
position before God.  As justified saints, our thanks begins by 
acknowledging our position of being undeserving of anything 
(period).  After we believe this sense of unworthiness, we can 
overflow with thanks for all of God’s many gifts and blessings 
to us (including the fact that our lot may be larger or smaller 
than others in these regards).  This shows that the gifts are not 
an idol- they are not our “everything.”  We do not only thank 
God when we are full of plenty, but we also thank Him when 
we scarcely have anything at all (consider Job’s lot before God 
restored everything double fold to him).  This sort of 
perspective on giving thanks shows that God is our supreme 
treasure.  Perhaps ordering our thanksgiving in this manner 
would also train our hearts to treasure God above all of the 
good gifts He bestows onto us. 

The argument here is not of course that it’s wrong by any 
means to offer prayers of thanks to God for His gifts without 
mentioning salvation, or that it’s wrong to start a prayer by 
thanking God for the stuff we have.  The argument is that our 
giving of thanks is rooted in the recognition that we truly do 
not deserve anything from God; our giving of thanks should 
not be rooted in our circumstances and the size of our lot in 
life. 

Silence 
There is a story in Luke 17:11-19 where Jesus heals 10 

lepers, yet only one of them, a Samaritan foreigner, returns to 



give Jesus thanks (Luke 17:16).  In this instance, the silence of 
the other 9 lepers and their failure to return and give proper 
thanks to Jesus shows the state of their heart and their lack of 
faith.  Silence in not giving thanks to God for who He is and for 
all His gifts to us can be just as indictful as our grumbling and 
misplaced pride can be. 
 
Now that we’ve considered the opposite of thanksgiving (GPS= 
Grumbling/Pride/Silence), let us consider the GPS of giving 
thanks. 
 
The “GPS of Thanksgiving” 
G = Gratitude 
P = Ponder 
S = Song 
 
Gratitude 

Gratitude is certainly the right attitude!  When we are 
grateful people, we have the firm ground to withstand the 
assaults of self-pity, jealousy and ‘plate envy’ (what this person 
has is better than me) that arise from within our hearts.  A 
cheerful heart is a good medicine, but a crushed spirit dries the 
bones (Proverbs 17:22).  Gratitude is not something that just 
falls into our lap, we have to labor for it and cultivate it with 
our thoughts and words.  What we do with our time and what 
entertains us can also affect our attitudes.  If we stay 
frustrated at others, instead of being grateful in any way we 



could be, we cultivate ‘mad-itude’ instead of ‘grad-itude.’  Take 
care! 
 
Ponder 

I am thankful for the Thanksgiving Holiday because it 
offers an opportunity to pause and take an extended look at all 
the reasons I have to thank God and thank others for their 
kindness to me. It cultivates giving thanks, which cultivates 
contemplative worship to God.   
 

If you’ve never tried this, I recommend sitting down and 
writing (or typing) out many of the reasons you have to give 
thanks (as the song says “Count your blessings, count them 
one by one”).  If you ever find yourself tempted to be upset 
towards God, or to be bitter or disappointed towards a spouse, 
family member, close friend-sometimes it can be helpful to 
‘abruptly stop’ our frustrated thoughts and pause them to 
meditate on the reasons we have to be thankful for that 
person.  This can do much to foster peace-keeping, a cheerful 
spirit, and aid in efforts for reconciliation.  Depending on the 
circumstances this may not always be appropriate or wise.  I 
will speak from experience to say that there were moments in 
the past I found myself very frustrated with my wife Amanda 
(to be honest most of the frustrations had to do with my sinful 
heart, not her selfishness- not so say she is perfect or 
anything!).  I found that pausing and listing (even just in my 
mind) the reasons I had to be thankful for her would calm my 



spirit and shift my disposition from anger to thankfulness. 
When I was grateful for her, I could see the situation better for 
what it was through an eternal perspective and not blow it out 
of proportion in the moment.  I wish I could say I have done 
this always, but I regret to inform you that I am a sinner and I 
haven't always had a cheerful spirit and thankful heart.  I’m a 
work in progress in learning to give thanks to God and others 
as I ought.   

 
Another thought on pondering- we often use that phrase 

“Oh that was thoughtful.”  One way we can sometimes 
demonstrate gratitude is by thoughtful thanksgiving.  Giving 
thanks can be an “off the cuff” matter, and that doesn’t make it 
any less genuine.  But sometimes putting more thought into it 
can be a way of deepening our gratitude and expressing it. 
Encouraging others by pointing out the evidences of God’s 
grace working in their lives can be a way of giving thanks.  “I 
see how you treat so and so, be encouraged I saw God using 
you in that.”  “I see how God is giving you perseverance in this 
trial- don’t give up, don’t give in, keep walking with Jesus.”   

 
Ponder all the reasons you have to give thanks, and as the 

wonderful song Praise to the Lord, The Almighty “ponder anew 
what the Almighty can do.”  Ponder. 
 
Song 



Colossians 3:15b-16 tells us “And be thankful. Let the word 
of Christ dwell in you richly, teaching and admonishing one 
another in all wisdom, singing psalms and hymns and spiritual 
songs, with thankfulness in your hearts to God.”  It’s no 
coincidence that thankfulness is related to songs.  When we 
are thankful to God, we will want to sing praise to Him.  When 
we sing songs to God (and others), we can “preach” to our 
hearts to be full of thankfulness.  In this regard the phrase 
“fake it till you make it” can be helpful.  We may not always feel 
like giving God thanks, but as we hear others singing to God 
and make our lips sing to Him, we condition and train our 
hearts to develop the right disposition towards Him.  We 
basically tell ourselves “I know that I should be thankful.  I 
don’t feel that way right now, but I’m going to keep telling 
myself to be thankful and keep singing to God until my 
thoughts and desires are matching the words of my mouth.” 
Song is a critical outlet for venting out thanks to God, and it is 
a critical tool to stir the cauldron of our affections until we are 
full of white-hot praise and thanks. 
 

Giving God the thanks due to Him for His kindness, gifts, 
and blessings, and giving thanks to others for who they are 
and how they bless us with gifts- will be something we do 
imperfectly in this life.  Yet holidays like Thanksgiving are a 
good opportunity to reflect on this discipline of the Christian 
life.  Indeed, every meal is sort of like a “mini thanksgiving” and 
yet another opportunity to direct our thanks appropriately to 
God.  I believe the spiritual disciples of giving thanks can reap 



tremendous fruit in the Christian life.  It helps us flee from 
temptation and kill sinful desires.  It helps us cherish God 
supremely above and more than His good gifts (awesome as 
they may be).  It helps us give (time, talent, and treasure) 
because we are satisfied with thanking God.  It sets an 
infectious positive attitude towards those around us.  Let us 
give thanks, and set our hearts on giving thanks, and may God 
ever increase our thanksgiving to Him.  Thanks be to God for 
His indescribable gift (2 Corinthians 9:15)!  Happy Thanksgiving! 
 


